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Service media art exists wherever an artist identifies a community’s need 

and fulfills that need through a combination of creative problem-solving, 

commitment, and working with people to achieve a desired outcome.  What kind 

of space does such an artwork occupy? Chicago is rich with opportunities.  The 

Do-It-Yourself culture and moral fabric of the Midwest breeds art spaces and 

artists that thrive on the challenge to produce something of use to everyone: 

education.  The word represents a crumbling standardized school structure, 

which is being radically redefined in contemporary art through projects that 

create alternative models of what is being taught, where, and who teaches it. The 

overarching objective of artists working within the educative branch of service 

media is to figure out a solution to a social problem or issue with the public and 

fuel open discussion and awareness of the issues that are often political, 

economic, and cultural in nature.  Equally important, artists working in the service 

media genre function on a long term commitment grounded in neighborhood 

involvement, and both are integrated into an everyday art practice open and 

accessible to the public.   

 Impactful artwork within service media in Chicago are by artist 

collaboratives who encourage the value of exchange between people with a 

multiplicity of results and focuses.  Just a few of the groups that define a strong 

legacy over the past twenty years include Experimental Station, Haha, Mess Hall, 

Material Exchange, People Powered, Stockyard Institute, and Temporary 

Services. The next generation of exchange oriented groups have already began 

to take shape with Dorchester Projects, General Economy Exquisite Exchange 

and InCUBATE as strong examples.  The abundance of collectives that work in a 

civic and social-minded practice in Chicago shows that there is a gap between 

city policy and the needs of the community, creating the perfect breeding ground 

for creative experimentation. Three distinct educative approaches by The 

Stockyard Institute, Experimental Station and General Economy Exquisite 



Exchange present a spectrum of methodologies and outcomes dependent upon 

social exchange, leading to a better understanding of how and why service 

media art functions in Chicago. 

The Stockyard Institute (SI) concentrates on learning, generating ideas 

and building relationships through its artwork.  The collaborative practice led by 

Jim Duignan creates projects focusing on the intersection between education, 

art, and activism within the community.  Originally housed in an abandoned 

Catholic elementary school in Chicago’s Back of the Yards neighborhood from 

1995 to 1999 (hence the name “stockyard”), SI began with solid roots in the near 

south side of the city, an area consisting mostly of African American and Latino 

population. Since then, SI has had many homes from garages to offices to artist 

residencies in Chicago and abroad.  SI has managed to roam the periphery of 

the city, while still staying connected with the over 5,000 youth, residents and 

artists of all ages, races, and economic backgrounds who have contributed to 

projects along the way. Some of the repeating artist collaborators include Artslink 

(Scotland), Laurie Palmer, Michael Piazza, Adelheid Mers, Nato Thompson, 

Rum46 (Denmark), and the University of Hip Hop, allowing SI to produce a wide 

range of projects bringing attention to issues such poor labor conditions in 

Chicago industries and gang violence in grade schools.  Radio, internet, video 

and printed works are the most common art format SI uses to convey ideas to 

the public.  These media formats easily translate to a D.I.Y. product and allow the 

collaborators to produce and disseminate information independently from 

anywhere.  The last two major exhibitions by the Stockyard Institute breakdown 

the essential qualities that define its practice and provide the stepping stones 

towards reaching the goal to create a new structure for progressive education 

through contemporary art. 

The Stockyard Institute’s practice depends heavily on building 

relationships through exchange of skills, knowledge and surplus.  The 2007 

exhibition, Pedagogical Factory, demonstrated the notion of exchange by offering 

an open laboratory for projects being made by artists from around the world that 

envision and work towards a new model for public education.  The 2,400 square 



foot gallery became an active factory aimed at designing, making, and 

distributing new art projects for the purpose of connecting lived experiences with 

creative learning and production.  Over twenty-five demonstrations, screenings 

talks, and workshops explored the “how to” of creating a better mentally and 

physically equipped society.  Topics ranged from How We Use Vacant Spaces, 

How We Learn: Building an Educational City, and How We Fund (artists 

projects), to How We Brew/Bake/Mead Etc. The program raised questions and 

offered blueprints for learning through experiences and personal networks.  

During the Pedagogical Factory, the Stockyard Institute succeeded in compelling 

the public to participate in the large think-tank sessions, and therefore becoming 

voluntary “workers in the factory”, proving that everyone is a valuable producer of 

something.   

The most recent exhibition The Nomadic Studio (2010) expanded the 

process  of The Pedagogical Factory by taking away boundaries for learning and 

solidifying the itinerate existence that works to the Stockyard Institute’s 

advantage.  The Nomadic Studio took place at the DePaul University Art 

Museum, where Duignan has taught in the department of Visual Arts and 

Secondary Education for over a decade.  Nomadic Studio established a revolving 

drop-in center that changed formats each month for four months, recreating 

various types of creative environments for generating ideas.  For example, the 

July program titled Rumpus Room focused on the home studio space. SI 

recreated a basement recording studio in the gallery (complete with checkered 

tiles and wood paneling) and offered recording sessions, rehearsals, and 

equipment workshops throughout the month.  In conjunction with the studio 

installation, the gallery also contained dedicated sections that remained 

throughout the show including a book binding station, a mobile silk screening 

cart, reference computers, a meeting table, and a library featuring a selection of 

books, magazines and journals presenting radical ideas in art theory, politics, 

education and the social sciences.  Access to the tools to learn is just as 

essential as the act of learning and teaching and for Stockyard Institute mobility 

brings accessibility to art and education.   



Duignan has said that the greatest projects happen when roles are 

reversed. People actually learn something when, for example, the teacher 

becomes the student and the student becomes the teacher.  The reciprocal 

exchange of talent, ideas or equipment forges relationships that surpass the life 

of the project due to a mutual respect and perceived value of working together.  

This creates an alternate system of learning that is the opposite of how 

formalized education trains us to learn.  When assessed collectively, SI projects 

can be considered chapters in Duignan’s life-long pursuit to build what he calls 

an experimental art school. In other words, create a new structure for the public 

education system that encourages youth to think visually or creatively to 

understand traditional subjects like reading, writing, math and science.  The 

Stockyard Institute is in the process planning a socially engaged arts space and 

research center dedicated to this pursuit expected to open in Omaha, Nebraska 

with assistance from its citizens (and dictated by funding availability) in 2011. 

 The Experimental Station (ES) run by Dan Peterman and Connie Spreen 

is a stronghold for projects that blend art, ecology, alternative education and 

enterprise.  Located on the South Side of Chicago at 6100 S. Blackstone since 

the mid 1990’s, ES has evolved into a model for innovative art practices that fall 

within the Service Media field  The building suffered a fire in 2000, which enabled 

Peterman and Spreen to remodel with a sustainable design and funding 

structure.  The organization received the 501 c 3 not-for-profit status allowing the 

rebuild to be funded by public and private grants and contributions. In this revised 

model, ES aimed to become a self-contained artist-run microfoundation for 

service related endeavors. The new building features rental spaces that help 

fund the overall maintenance of the facility and provide an inner community 

working towards similar goals of education and sustainability.  

As an entrepreneurial venture, Experimental Station is very clear on their 

mission to operate in a symbiotic relationship with other businesses and selects 

them to be partners in their mission to “provide essential resources enabling 

vulnerable initiatives to stabilize and flourish.”1 The tenants include a bicycle 

                                                
1 http://www.experimentalstation.org/about/mission 



shop, a café, and office spaces used by independent publishing houses and for 

artist’s studios.  

The incubator model of the ES business has created a reliable space for 

independent and artistic organizations to exist in a city that has very few such 

spaces due to the politics of zoning and permit restrictions.  Similar to a co-op, all 

inhabitants of ES receive discounted rents and agree to provide free programs in 

their area of expertise to the community.  For example, the Blackstone Bicycle 

Works leads a popular youth program that teaches and trains pre-teens and 

teens how to maintain and build bicycles. For a certain number of hours they 

volunteer, they are repaid in a refurbished bike.  The administrative and financial 

exchange between Experimental Station and its business partners allows the 

building to be a dynamic institution that is valuable to its community members. 

According to Peterman, “by bringing diversity and complexity to a site, you’re 

using it more fully. It becomes more stable as a point of social interaction, and it 

becomes more attractive.”2  

 Investment in both the community and in the tenants is essential for 

Experimental Station’s system of exchange to be successful.   All organizations 

housed in the ES building present free programs that expose the public to 

alternative histories and viewpoints.  Artists interested in progressive social ideas 

gravitate to working with ES in some way shape or form.  For instance, artist 

Michael Rakowitz borrowed the kitchen to teach college students how to make 

his Iranian mother’s native dish Kubba Bamia, while he told stories about her 

culture.3  Theaster Gates was an artist in residence for several months to host 

several free rehearsals and performances by the Black Monks of Mississippi 

open to the public.  The vocal group used the time to collaborate with The 

Sennichimae Blue Sky Dance Club, a butoh-influenced Japanese dance 

company, to explore the overlap between black and Asian body movements and 

aesthetics.   

                                                
2 Dan Wang.  Downtime at the Experimental Station: A Conversation with Dan Peterman (Chicago: 
Temporary Services, 2004)  p.21. 
3 Titled Enemy Kitchen, which took place January 13, 2008 in conjunction with the exhibition Consuming 
War at the Hyde Park Art Center. 



Experimental Station is positioned at the axis where low income housing 

meets the University of Chicago’s midway and it has become the portal to an 

obtainable and practical education for its neighbors.  Beginning with the 

approach healthy food makes healthy culture, it was clear to Spreen and 

Peterman (both passionate gardeners) that the building include a large public 

vegetable garden to teach cultivation through example.  The ES project Food 

Culture presents access to wellbeing through various opportunities to learn about 

how and where to get nourishment from the most direct and unprocessed food 

sources.  For example, ES schedules trips for youth to visit neighboring farms 

and see their food.  Experimental Station also hosts free bread- baking days 

allowing the public to use ES’s wood burning brick oven.  One of the major 

achievements of Food Culture is establishing a unique year-round farmer’s 

market existing both outside and inside the ES doors.  Working with the City of 

Chicago, ES initiated the 2010 pilot program allowing food stamps to be 

accepted at Chicago Farmers Markets.  Such innovative steps to increase 

access to a well-fed community are possible through this grass-roots service 

media practice.  The Experimental Station has become active hub for art that 

sprouts from an inquisitive public and generates a culture designed to support a 

better mentally and physically functioning society. 

The final collaborative to discuss that offers a similar interest in growing is 

the newly formed General Economy Exquisite Exchange (GEEE).  It first made 

its appearance in the summer of 2010 in participation with the peripatetic artist-

run space The Opportunity Shop, which inhabits abandoned storefronts in the 

Hyde Park neighborhood and invites artists to activate the space with 

performances, workshops and installations.  GEEE used the opportunity to 

occupy a defunct Hollywood video store and set up the Gardner’s Exchange, 

defined as “a temporary art and commerce experiment.”4  The GEEE 

collaborative is a Cream Co. production and operates with ideas and input from 

Barbara Ahlberg, Bill Brown, Marie Krane Bergman, Sasha Earle, Leah Finch 

and Patrick Thornton.  In addition, the visitors and people in the neighborhood 

                                                
4 www.generaleconomyexquisiteexchange.blogspot.com 



determined the material content and trade activities that made the Gardner’s 

Exchange successful.  Other local groups, like the non-profit recycle and reuse 

organization the Resource Center, and the Rebuilding Exchange, an agency 

providing affordable building materials, training, and assistance to the 

community, contributed items and educational material, which helped make an 

attractive, welcoming, and purpose-driven workspace.   

The Gardner’s Exchange store presented a useful platform for plant-

related open economy during the early growing season from April until June.  

“Everything is worth something (nothing is free)” posted on a handwritten sign 

inside the shop alerted patrons to the alternative economic system in operation.  

Its prime location on a commercial strip on 53rd street encouraged curious walk-in 

traffic as well as informed neighbors with plants to swap or donate, as several of 

the artist collaborators are also Hyde Park residents.  The first batch of 

vegetable, garden, and house plants were given a price by the artists and 

available for sale or trade.  Consumers who brought in items to exchange for 

items in the shop determined the value of their product and took items of equal 

amount.  Some of the products brought in included seeds, homegrown 

vegetables and herbs, gardening equipment, bricks, lumber, a ladder, plant pots, 

recipes, handmade bread, books and plants.  As word spread about the 

exhibition, GEEE received many unexpected donations left at the doorstep of 

sod, compost, and plants from the public wanting to support the redistribution of 

gardening surplus.  Combining the presentation of a greenhouse, an art 

installation, and a conceptual performance, Gardener’s Exchange was an entry-

level exercise in wealth distribution with real results. 

Associated with the monetary or object- oriented trade was the personal 

exchange.  GEEE shop keepers gave advice on how to sustainably grow and 

take care of plants with each customer.  They also consulted people on the right 

type of plants for indoor and outdoor spaces, even considering the medicinal 

effects of certain plants, both chemically and emotionally, for the people who 

were going to take care of them.  The one-on-one education was furthered by a 

small library of plant, garden, and cook books located in the store for resource, to 



buy, or trade.  The store became a vibrant meeting house for neighbors to 

discuss the economic value of things, as well as growing and maintaining green 

spaces indoors and out.  

Each transaction made during the shop hours was documented in a 

receipt book and/or in a journalistic entry published on the GEEE blog. 5  Both 

formats provide insight and make tangible the intangible value of conversation.  

The book diagrams every trade in a circular drawing turning exchange into a 

poem.  The blog effectively presents the photographs and narratives explaining 

the exchanges of the day written by the self-identified General Economist and 

shop keeper, Patrick Thorton.  In one instance, a young customer taught GEEE 

about the Kula Ring, a cyclical trade route in Papua New Guinea that operated a 

similar reciprocal exchange system in the 19th and 20th Centuries, giving 

important context to the economy being performed. Historical texts by Georges 

Bataille and Marcel Mauss are also included in the blog and provide important 

background to the system of exchange activated in the artwork.  The blog is also 

an accessible public record listing the simple events and basic operations to 

follow in order to produce a DIY alternative commerce system.   

Not to be confused with a generosity project, the service being provided 

by GEEE is to make us re-think the value of everyday education and the 

environment – both items essential to human survival.  The comfortable 21st 

Century activity of consuming is made both strange and invigorating by attaching 

it to the requirement of being a producer. Occurring right at a low point of the 

Great Recession, Gardener’s Exchange was an revitalizing public art experiment 

that caused many people to evaluate the current economic system and perhaps 

inspired more neighborhood bartering. 

The unifying factor between the three separate models presented is that 

artists working in service media are motivated by the act of exchange between 

people, making it a social practice.  Consider people and relationships an art 

medium like paint or paper, then the resulting artwork exists in fluid form and is 

an experience as much as it can generate an object, performance or text.  The 

                                                
5 www.generaleconomyexquisiteexchange.blogspot.com 



exchange is, in part, dependent on an in-kind transaction, whether it is 

knowledge sharing, trading surplus materials, or swapping technical skills.  The 

value of the exchange is equal on both ends – artist and public - and both must 

get something worthwhile out of the exchange.  The counter economy 

established through artists working in the service media arena adds to the 

vibrancy of the art community and the city at large.  

 


